CHAPTER   IX
THE "CABINET OF THE BARONS" AND THE
FALL OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT
great secret had been well kept and the nation, innured
JL though it was to the fall of chancellors, was taken completely
by surprise. The victory of the President had seemed a guarantee
of the continuance of the cabinet,, for no less than Bruening did
ordinary people have illusions about loyalty., and his fall came as
a shock even to most of the political leaders. But it was a mild
shock to the one that was adrttnistered two days later,
The political leaders,, including Hitler, were all received by the
President on May 3ist. They were in a state of great excitement,
for the succession seemed extraordinarily open. The party execu-
tives prepared for a prolonged negotiation of the old style.
Hugenberg thought of a dissolution and a Harzburg cabinet;
Hitler thought also of a dissolution and wiping out the
Nationalists finally. The Communists, whose leader was not con-
sulted even pro forma, openly exulted; the revolutionary moment
was being brought nearer. The Centrum was temporarily speech-
less with indignation. Only the Social Democrats were gloomy.
They could see no chance of a Left coalition and, having experi-
enced whips, were now prepared for scorpions. But even they were
taken by surprise when the official announcement came that the
President had instructed Franz Freiherr von Papen to form "a
government of national concentration/'
It was with complete curtness that Germany was introduced
to her man of destiny. No one could have been less like a man of
destiny than he. Very few people had heard of him, and of those
few a good number had found it convenient to forget him. Now
in his fifty-first year, he was the scion of an old Westphalian
family, which claimed to go back to the days of Charlemagne.
A subaltern in the Duesseldorf Uhlans, where he was known as
a daring horseman, a fine dancer, and a cheerful boon companion,
he was the direct descendant of the Ouida guardsmen^ and of the

